
THE GRAND MECHANIANO
 The sound of melancholy and darkness, of the lost, forgotten and damned

                                                               b y   A t o m   H u b

      "I looked at the big weird box in the cellar of my grandpa’s old house. It was made of
metal, now covered with a thick layer of rust. Pretty humid down here. As the letter from
Grandpa stated, in there should be the instrument he told me about... 
Something invented and constructed by some mysterious guy he met when he lived abroad. 
It should be some kind of a musical instrument he bought from him. The guy was probably a
little out of his mind, because he told Grandpa strange things about the instrument and what
happened after he started playing it. Something about ghosts of people long gone, about lost
memories awakening from the past,  apparitions of forgotten persons and events from his
childhood. He started to find himself suddenly in strange places, ruins, abandoned asylums,
alone in the night, not sure how he got there...
According to his words, he was going to go completely mad if he used it any longer. 
The guy just wanted to get rid of it, so he offered the thing to Grandpa for a very good price.  
Grandpa was a skilled musician, although not a pianist, but he was curious about the thing, so
he just had to buy it. 
Then after some time... he decided to forward the thing to me. Who knows why. He was a bit
silent about that when I asked. And never wanted to talk about it again, when we got a chance
to meet. I will probably never know, because then he was suddenly gone one day. Hmm. I
opened the box and found a strange machine with a few keys, many knobs, switches and
lights...  it  took  me some time to  figure  out  how it  worked,  but  finally  the  thing  started
producing  sounds. I have never heard anything like that before and spent hours playing with
the weird yet hauntingly beautiful tones of that little strange Mechaniano. Grand Mechaniano,
like the plate at its top said.
Now... a few months later, I am still loving the instrument. In fact, I like the thing more and
more... So many places, so many memories, so many new friends! They keep visiting me
and I am ok with that. I am not afraid. They are my friends. I don´t need to fear the things
that happened, I am only a witness, they say. I believe them. That completely makes sense.  
All events I witnessed and also they visiting me here and I visiting them in their world – it all
makes sense. We travel a lot! We experience a lot! I am writing it all down for all to see and
know. They told me to do so, but I myself want to do that. 
I feel good about that, and the doctor says he feels good about it too. Not sure about it, to be
honest with you. He wants to persuade me, he is on my side. Who knows why?? 
I will be very careful with the guy. Well, enough for today, dear diary. It is time to... play. The
doc is not friendly when I am late for dinner."



Specification

- 24 bit / 44,1 kHz wav format
- 1,29 GB installed
- 54 basic patches with original samples
- 155 patches derived from basic ones
- 20 multi patches
- a selection of a grand piano samples, synth, found metals
  in a 3-layer concept
- Chorus, Flanger, Phaser, EQ, Lo-Fi, Drive, Stereo, Limiter, Volume
  Cabinet, Delay, Reverb, Attack, Release, Tuning, Pan, LFO controls
- Kontakt 5.8.1 FULL version needed

About The Grand Mechaniano

The Grand Mechaniano was based on the sound of a grand piano recorded at a
local school of music. The idea was to effect and alter the samples to expose
and emphasize all the "ugliness" the piano would be capable of under certain
circumstances  (a  simulation  of  bad  weather  conditions,  aging,  bad  care,
various forms of damaging the thing...) The goal was to obtain the sounds with
a  "different"  aesthetic  -  raw,  unpolished,  detuned,  squeaky,  creaky,  noisy,
gritty,  dusty,  cracky,  lo-fi,  warped,  overdriven  or  otherwise  sound-designed
samples. These sounds could be mangled together with many other sounds,
mostly of a metallic and mechanical nature (hence the name Mechaniano). In
pursuit of this plan, a lot of places spanning several years were visited and a
lot of various sound sources were recorded and used.
 
For  example  –  fences  around  the  blocks  of  flats  under  reconstruction,
agricultural machines put away standing in the fields, an abandoned junkyard
with construction material after building the highway, steel sculptures in a town
park, a circular saw reel, container springs, trash bins, roadblocks, a fridge,
rain water rustling in the drainpipes during winter, a little hand bell, an old
hand-lever pump, cans, barrels, gears, cups, an elevator, a rusty garden gate
but also many weird sounds created in a synthesizer.   

All this together in a three-layer concept would provide us with a wonderfully
surreal  instrument  sharing  the  piano  "nature"  with  more  or  less  weird
additional "flavours", or "colours" if you will. 

That means hopefully an instrument, an instrument which you will  not find
anywhere else, which would be utilized in some special composing situations -
but  a  traditional  piano  would  not  work.  Strange  ambiences,  suspense  and
horror atmospheres, crime and alien scenes, abandoned buildings, dungeons,
prisons,  asylums,  strange  mechanisms,  unidentified  threats,  but  also
melancholic scenes of old times, long forgotten memories, intimate moments
with the close ones, feelings of love, fear and loss... 

Or simply - you just create something unique and indescribable and for that



you need a unique instrument. Or perhaps you might feel frustrated, or caught
"in a composer´s block" and in need of "something different", which would
inspire and "restart" you. 

This library will be handy in all of the abovementioned situations.

The Grand Mechaniano surely is not for everyone. It is not a polished piano
library to compose classical pieces with. Instead, it will take you off the main
piano roads and enable exploring the "dark side" of the black and white keys.

How it is made and what it contains

TGM is not a traditional piano, as you know by now. Not a deep sampled, wide
octave range sound set, but rather a selection of adjusted piano tones coupled
with  other  sounds of  a  (mostly)  metallic  or  effect/synth  nature.  There  are
mostly  short  length  samples  (many  with  a  nice  sustain),  but  no  pads,  or
looped, evolving soundscapes. Anyway, the library contains many patches, that
can produce similarly sounding results (especially, if  the "tuning" knobs are
turned left, which means the pitch is lowered and the sample prolonged).

The main strength of the library is a wide range of variously "crippled" piano-
like sounds. Thanks to various pre-adjustment of the piano samples (effecting,
warping, detuning etc...) and additional obscure sounds triggered at the same
time, the Grand Mechaniano becomes an instrument with many different sound
colours and flavours. 

TGM uses a 3 layer concept - the middle layer being the piano sample, the left
mostly some kind of a metallic sound, the right one mostly something piano/fx
like made up in a synthesizer. Each combination of layers contains different
samples (although some of the patches can contain the same metallic sounds
in nature but different sample of that particular sound - there are just a few
such  instances,  when  I  liked  more  than  one  combination  with  the  actual
sound). Anyway, there are 54 original patches (or 3-layer sound combinations)
and every one of them will take you a different sound route.



User interface and controls

First, you can see some knobs, faders and lights in the picture. Let us say 
something about them. Please look at the picture below.

SWITCHES (A) - either those with a little lever and a LED light, or rectangular
ones serve as the ON/OFF buttons for the effects. When the effect is               
activated, the LED shines.

KNOBS (B) - All the effects have several parameters, which can be adjusted 
by turning these knobs. They use a vertical mouse movement, with the lowest 
to highest value from the left to the right.

KEYS (C) - The keys which contain a sample are colored blue.

VOLUME FADERS - The three volume faders operate the level of the volume 
of the three instrument sound layers. They are marked I, II, III (or 
"Mechanical element 1 volume", "Piano volume", "Mechanical element 2 
volume" in help text). They also utilize a vertical mouse movement, with          
the lowest value at the bottom and the highest when fully up. The LED lights 
intensity above them is linked with the level amount actually set.

PAN and TUNE faders – (to the left of the volume faders) These are  
corresponding to the 3 volume faders. That means The left column (TUNE 
fader up and PAN under it) corresponds to the left volume fader ("I"), the 
middle PAN and TUNE duo corresponds to the middle volume fader ("II") and 
the right PAN and TUNE couple operates the third volume fader on the right 
("III")

PAN and TUNE faders utilize a horizontal (left-right) mouse movement. In case 
of the TUNE faders it means lowering the pitch when sliding to the left and 
raising it when sliding to the right. (Note: press CTRL and click with your 
mouse cursor over the fader (PC users) or command-click (MAC users) when in
need of a quick reset to the default pitch)





Effect racks

1. LO-FI - decreasing the quality of the signal
2. DRIVE - the signal gets overdriven and distorted
3. DELAY – echoes the signal in repeats
4. CHORUS - duplicates and detunes
5. CABINET - runs the signal through a virtual amplifier
6. LIMITER– limits the signal, if it is being overdriven
7. PHASER – phasing, twirling the signal
8. STEREO – increases or decreases the stereo panorama
9. FLANGER – giving sound some "movement"
10. LFO - warps and bends the signal (affecting only the Piano layer - "II"*)
11. ENVELOPE - (attack and release) to adjust start and length of a sample
12. EQUALIZER – Low, Mid and High frequencies adjustment
13. TUNE and PAN faders - panning and tuning of each of the three sound 
layers
14. VOLUME faders (marked I, II, III) - adjusting the volume of said layers
15. REVERB – give the sound a spacious feel

*LFO - random waveform modulation in our case. This effect can add some 
sense of "unpredictability", or "broken aspect" to the sound. When used lightly,
it can produce a chorus-like, misty sound effect when coupled with a tonal 
sound in the left (I), or right (III) layer. Or it can completely warp and bend 
the signal, when used harshly resulting in ... well, far-out results.

Note, that this effect affects only the middle layer group (the middle vertical    
fader marked "II"), that means PIANO layer. 

Note also, that hovering your mouse cursor over each knob or switch will 
display a help text in the bottom part of the window (if you have the “info 
feature” - (i) pictogram - activated in Kontakt by pressing "F9") Be also aware 
of the possibility of setting any knob to its default position by pressing CTRL 
and clicking with your mouse cursor over it (PC users) or command-clicking 
(MAC users).



Patches

The Grand Mechaniano contains 54 original sound designed patches in the 
"Basic" subfolder of the "Instruments" folder. Load and explore these patches, 
alter them and save the results in the "User" folder to store them safely, 
preserving the original patches intact. 
In the "Derived" folder you will find 155 additional patches derived from the 
patches of the Basic category. These can immediately find a place in your 
production, or again - serve as a starting point for altering them to your liking.

Note - the Derived patches names are starting with the number, which tells 
you from which basic ones they were derived.

Then you will find another 20 multi patches in the "Multi" folder – these are 
combinations of more than one patch, giving you even more sound designs to 
use immediately. Every patch has a unique name, which loosely associates 
with the character of its sample set, or describes loosely what it sounds like to 
help you choose the right one to work with. 

Have fun exploring and creating!

BASIC



DERIVED





MULTI

Enjoy The Grand Mechaniano ! 

Thank you heartily for your support. Please don´t resell, upload or duplicate 
the library or its parts in any form and do not share it with anyone. The copy of
The Grand Mechaniano you have purchased is licensed to you only and by 
respecting this all you support and defend Atom Hub.

Feel free to subscribe to AH newsletter on atomhub.net pages for occasional 
info and goodies.

contact: info@atomhub.net

Mato Huba

Www.atomhub.net
Www.facebook.com/atomhubsamples
Www.soundcloud.com/atomhub
www.youtube.com - atomhubsamples

http://Www.atomhub.net/
http://Www.soundcloud.com/atomhub
http://Www.facebook.com/atomhubsamples

